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You are interested in building and running a production system incorporating extreme-scale machine
learning models. You want to bring state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technology to the world,
democratising its use through a simple, reliable, and responsive API using cloud-based solutions.
Our vision. At LightOn, we are co-designing photonic hardware and algorithms to unlock
transformative artificial intelligence applications. We seek to change the world with machine
learning and photonic computing, and we are looking for passionate people to join us in that mission.
Your mission. You will be joining a tightly knit team, seeking to democratise trillion-parameter
models with human level performance on real-world tasks. We distribute access to our models
through our Muse API, serving up to millions of words every month — but we are just getting
started. You will help us build, enhance, and scale our service in GCP, using Kubernetes clusters
versioned in Terraform with a Python codebase. You will also work closely with our machine
learning researchers and engineers to develop cloud-based automated tools for the training and
deployment of extreme-scale models, and relative CI/CD pipelines, logging, and monitoring.

| Your daily responsibilities
• 🤖 > Help design, implement, and run GCP-based production services, using Infrastructure-asCode and Con guration-as-Code principles to enable high-level machine learning applications;
• 🤗 > Be closely involved in a cross-functional team, developing advanced tooling to help
machine learning researchers and engineers in building and deploying extreme-scale models;
• 👨💻 > Develop and deliver high-quality ef cient Python code, meeting deadlines;
• 📝 > Document clearly, internally and in public, architectures, techniques, and best practices.

| Your ideal background
• 🎓 > Currently a M.Sc. student in a computer science-related eld;
• 📜 > Strong knowledge of cloud services automation, in particular Google Cloud Platform, and of
Python as a backend language — pro ciency with web technologies is a plus;
• 🦾 > Experience with projects involving machine learning and speci cally NLP is a plus;
• 🧠 > Passionate and thoughtful about arti cial intelligence and the future of computing.
We are not credential-driven. We want to understand your unique background and what you can
bring to the team. We are excited about people who may not yet already have a track-record in the
eld, but who are self-starter and show high potential, enthusiasm, and a willingness to grow.
Bene ts. Salary according to your pro le, meal vouchers, and

exible hours. Successful interns

may be offered a position on the team.
Everyone is welcome. Depending on the global health situation, the position may either take place
in our of ces in Paris, or remotely. You should be eligible to work in the EU.

To apply, send your resume to:
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DevOps Engineer Internship (6 months)

